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GENERALIZED INTERPOLATION SPACES

BY

VERNON WILLIAMS

Abstract. In this paper we introduce the notion of "generalized" interpolation

space, and state and prove a "generalized" interpolation theorem. This apparently

provides a foundation for an axiomatic treatment of interpolation space theory, for

subsequently we show that the "mean" interpolation spaces of Lions-Peetre, the

"complex" interpolation spaces of A. P. Calderón, and the "complex" interpolation

spaces of M. Schechter are all generalized interpolation spaces. Furthermore, we

prove that each of the interpolation theorems established respectively for the above-

mentioned interpolation spaces is indeed a special case of our generalized inter-

polation theorem.

In §111 of this paper we use the generalized interpolation space concept to state and

prove a "generalized" duality theorem. The very elegant duality theorems proved

by Calderón, Lions-Peetre and Schechter, respectively, are shown to be special cases

of our generalized duality theorem. Of special interest here is the isolation by the

general theorem of the need in each of the separate theorems for certain "base"

spaces to be duals of others.

At the close of §11 of this paper we employ our generalized interpolation theorem

"structure" to construct new interpolation spaces which are neither complex nor

mean spaces.

I. Introduction. Since the advent in 1926 of the classical interpolation theorem

on Lv spaces by Marcel Riesz (see [10]), the subject of interpolation between

Banach spaces has developed quite rapidly.

A. P. Calderón has used Banach space valued functions on the strip in the

complex plane together with the delta functional to construct his complex inter-

polation spaces, (X0, Xx)s. See [1].

Quite recently, M. Schechter has used Banach space valued functions defined in

the complex strip together with a two-dimensional distribution F with compact

support to construct more general complex interpolation spaces, (X0, XX)T,

(X0, Xxy, for which the above mentioned Calderón spaces are a special case.

See [11].

Lions and Peetre have used Banach space valued "weighted" functions with

real domain to construct their "Espaces de Moyennes", S(p0, r0, X0;px, rx, Xx).

See [6].
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These developments in interpolation theory have proved to be quite fruitful. The

theorem of Riesz, as well as the classical theorem of Marcinkiewicz (see [7]), are

consequences.

Many surprising and interesting relationships between well-known spaces such

as Ws,p, Hs'p, and Bs-P have been established by utilizing interpolation theory. See

[7, p. 146] or [11, pp. 125-128].

Still another field in which complex interpolation theory has applications is

elliptic partial differential equations. See [7], [13] and [14].

As one might suspect, in addition to usefulness in a variety of applications, the

above-mentioned interpolation theories also have intrinsic mathematical elegance.

A very comprehensive body of theory has been developed in each of the treatments

referred to.

It is to this that we address this paper in large degree. The apparently diverse

theories all have somewhat parallel developments. In particular, an "interpola-

tion" theorem is of necessity proved in each. Elegant "duality" theorems appear

in each.

In this paper we introduce the notion of "generalized interpolation space", and

state and prove a "generalized interpolation theorem". This apparently provides a

foundation for an axiomatic treatment of interpolation space theory, for we sub-

sequently show that each of the aforementioned interpolation is a generalized inter-

polation space, and that each of the separate interpolation theorems is indeed a special

case of the generalized interpolation theorem. Moreover, we use the generalized

interpolation space concept to state and prove a generalized duality theorem. The

very elegant duality theorems proved by Calderón, Lions-Peetre and Schechter,

respectively, are shown to be special cases of our generalized duality theorem. Of

special interest here is the isolation by the general theorem of the need in each of

the separate theorems for certain "base" spaces to be duals of others.

Of special significance is the fact that, with our concept of generalized inter-

polation space, one is able to replace the ambiguous notion of "by the same construc-

tion" appearing in the standard definition of interpolation space (see [6, p. 5]) with

more substantive statements about the existence and commutation of certain linear

operators.

It is of further significance that our generalized interpolation space concept and

our generalized interpolation theorem structure provide an effective and practical

tool for constructing interpolation spaces.

In this paper we provide four examples of such constructions.

II. The generalized interpolation theorem. In this section we state and prove a

generalized interpolation theorem for Banach spaces. This result yields a simple

but useful corollary.

As a consequence of the generalized interpolation theorem, we make a natural

definition of generalized interpolation space. Subsequently, we show that the
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interpolation constructions of Calderón, Lions-Peetre and Schechter are all

examples of generalized interpolation spaces. Furthermore, the interpolation

theorems proved by the above mentioned mathematicians are shown to be special

cases of the generalized interpolation theorem.

Finally we employ our generalized interpolation theorem construction to create

new classes of interpolation spaces which enjoy a certain relationship with the mean

spaces of Lions-Peetre.

Theorem 2.1 (Generalized Interpolation Theorem). Suppose

(1) X, Y, C, and D are Banach spaces,

(2) Tx is a bounded linear operator from C to X, and T2 is a bounded linear operator

from D to Y,

(3) L is a linear mapping of X to Y which induces a bounded linear mapping L' of

C to D satisfying

LTX = T2L'   (see diagram below).

X—Z-+Y

Tx T,2

C     L\ D

Then (1) Tx(C)={Tx(f) \fs C} is a Banach space under the norm

\\x\\Tim=inf{\\f\\c\Tx(f) = x}.
fee

(2) T2(D)={T2(g) \gs D} is a Banach space under the norm

bllr2(D) = inf {||g||D | T2(g) = y}.
geD

(3) L is a bounded linear operator from TX(C) to T2(D), with \\L\\ g ||L'||.

Proof. (1) TX(C) is a Banach space under the above norm since it is isomorphic

and isometric to the quotient space C/NTl, where NTl is the kernel of Tx.

(2) Similarly, one shows that T2(D) is a Banach space.

(3) Let xsTx(C). Then there exists fe C such that Txf=x. Thus Lx=LTxf

= T2L'f Hence Lx s T2(D) and L maps TX(C) into T2(D). L was given linear on X

and therefore is also linear on TX(C). Moreover, L is bounded on TX(C) for let

x s TX(C). Let e>0 be given. Then there exists fe C such that ||x||ri(C) + £> ||/||c

and Txf=x. Thus

ll-k^Hr^D) = ||L7\/||T2(D) = \\T2Lf\\T2W)

á \\L'f\\Dí IIL'II ||/||c á |£'|(|x|o+4

Corollary. Let C, X be Banach spaces. Let Tbe a bounded linear operator from

C to X. Suppose a linear mapping L of X into itself induces a bounded linear mapping
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L' of C into itself which satisfies LT= TL'. Then L is a bounded linear mapping ofT(C)

(with quotient space norm defined in (1) above) into itself.

Proof. An immediate consequence of Theorem 2.1.

Definition. Let a Banach space X be given. Let T be a bounded linear operator

from a Banach space C to X. Then the Banach space T(C) under the norm

W|r(o = inf{||/||c|F(/) = *}

is said to be generalized interpolation space in X (relative to T and C).

In justification of our designation of Theorem 2.1 as the generalized interpola-

tion theorem, we show in the sequel that the complex interpolation spaces (X0, XX)T

and (XQ, Xx)t of Schechter, the complex interpolation space (X0, Xx)s of Calderón,

and the mean interpolation space (espace de moyennes) S(p0, r0, X0;px, rx, Xx),

of Lions-Peetre are all generalized interpolation spaces. In particular, the respective

interpolation theorems established separately for these spaces are all special cases

of the generalized interpolation theorem.

We recall now the definition of (XQ, Xx)s, the Calderón interpolation space. See

[2, p. 114]. Let X0, Xx be Banach spaces with continuous embeddings in a topo-

logical vector space V. Then

(1) X0+Xx with norm defined by

WUo+xi=   inf {il*olUo+l*ilUi}
XQ + *1 = x

is a Banach space. See [2, p. 128].

Let S be the open strip between 0 and 1 in the complex plane, that is, the set of

complex numbers with real part greater than 0 and less than 1. Let H(X0, Xx) be

the set of all functions/from the closure of S to X0 + Xx which satisfy:

(i) /is analytic in S,

(ii) /is continuous and bounded on the closure of S,

(iii) fory=0, 1, there exist constants K, such that \f(j+it)\x¡=\K¡ for all real t.

Then

(2) H(X0, Xx) is a Banach space under the norm

ll/IUuo.x!) = max {sup ||/(j+iï)|U,}       [2, p. 129].

Let s satisfying 0 ̂  s ̂  1 be fixed. Then

(3) (X0, Xx)s={x | x=f(s),fe H(X0, Xx)} is a Banach space under the norm

Ma..*) =  inf {11/Uo.xx,}       [2, P. 129].

(4) Let the mapping F of H(X0, Xx) into X0 + Xx be defined by T(f)=f(s) for

each / belonging to H(X0, Xx).

Theorem 2.2. (X0, Xx)s is a generalized interpolation space in X0 + Xx (relative

to T and H(X0, Xx)).
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Proof. In view of (2), (3) and (4) above, it is sufficient to show that Tis a bounded

linear mapping from H(X0, Xx) to X0 + Xx. Let/, g be members of H(X0, Xx), and

c,dcomplex numbers. Then T(cf+dg) = cf(s) + dg(s) — cT(f) + dT(g). Thus, Tis

a linear operator.

For each / belonging to H(X0, Xx),

iin/iiUo.x, = il/Milice

^ max/sup||/(j+ii)||Xo+Xl\
1 = 0,1 [   t I

(by the maximum modulus theorem for analytic

functions defined in the strip; see [16])

ámax/sup||/0--r-/í)|UA
i = 0,l\    t '}

(by the definition of norm in X0 + Xx)

=   11/11 H(Xo.Xi)-

Consequently, T is a bounded operator from H(X0, Xx) to X0 + Xx with norm

less than or equal to 1.

We proceed now to state the Calderón interpolation theorem, and to prove it by

use of its generalized interpolation space structure exhibited above and the general-

ized interpolation theorem, Theorem 2.1.

Calderón Interpolation Theorem. Let Lbea linear mapping from X0 + Xx to

Y0+ Yx which satisfies the following:

(1) The restriction ofL to X0 is a bounded linear operator from X0 to Y0.

(2) The restriction ofL to Xx is a bounded linear operator from Xx to Yx.

Then the restriction ofL to (X0, Xx)5 is a bounded linear operator from (X0, Xx)s

to(YQ,Yx)s.

Proof. It will suffice to establish that L induces a bounded linear mapping L' of

H(X0,XX) into ¿/(y,,, Yx) which satisfies LTX = T2L', where Tx is defined by

Ti(f)=f(s) for each/in H(X0, Xx), and T2 is defined by T2(g)=g(s) for each g in

H(Y0, Yx).

Tx and T2 are bounded linear operators as shown in the proof of Theorem 2.2.

Let a mapping L' on H(X0, Xx) be defined by L'(f)=Lf where Lf is a composite

function defined on the closure of the open strip S in the complex plane with range

values in Y0+Yx. That is, (Lf)z=L(f(z)) for each z with real part greater than or

equal to 0 and less than or equal to 1.

To show that L' is well defined and is a bounded linear operator from H(X0, Xx)

to H( Y0, Yx), we establish first that the given linear mapping L from X0 + Xx to

Y0+Yx is bounded. By assumption (1), L (its restriction) is a bounded linear

operator from X0 to Y0. We denote its norm by M. Similarly, by assumption (2),

L is a bounded linear operator from Xx to Yx. We denote its norm by N. Now, let
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x be a member of X0 + Xx. Let x0, xx be an arbitrary pair satisfying: x0 is a member

of X0, xx is a member of Xx, and x0+a:i=^. Then

IIF-Kllro + ri = II L(x0 + *i) || y0 + yx

¿ \\Lx0+Lxx\\y0 + Yi ú \\Lx0\\y0+\\Lxx\\Yi

â M||*0||Xo + Ar||xi||Xl ^ max(Af,iv-)(||xo||z.+ I*l|U1).

Since x0, xx is an arbitrary pair satisfying: x0 is a member of X0, xx is a member

of Xx, and x0+xx=x,

\\Lx\\Yo+Yl Ú max (M, N)    inf    {(||*„IU0 + IWk»
x0 + x1=x

= max(M, N)\\x\\Xo+Xl.

Thus L is bounded on X0 + Xx with norm less than or equal to max (M, N).

We now show that for / belonging to H(X0, Xx), L'(f)=Lf is a member of

H(Y0, Yx).

(1) Let z, w belong to the closure of S in the complex plane. Then

\\Lf(z)-Lf(w)\\Yo + Yi = \\L(f(z)-f(w))\\Yo + Yl

Í \\L\\ ||/(z)-/(w)||Xo+Xl.

Hence the continuity of Lf is a consequence of the continuity off as a member of

H(X0, Xx), and the continuity of L as a mapping of XQ + XX into F0-l- Ft.

(2) Similarly, for z, w in the open strip S,

\\(Lf(w)-Lf(z))/(w-z)-L(f'(z))\\Yo + Yl= \\L((f(w)-f(z))/(w-z)-f'(z))\\Yo + Yi

Ï \\L\\ \\(f(w)-f(z))/(w-z)-f'(z)\\Xa + Xl.

Thus the analyticity of Lf in the strip is a consequence of the analyticity of/and

the continuity of L.

(3) Recall that the norm of L mapping X0 into Y0 is M, and the norm of L

mapping Xx into Yx is N. Thus fory'=0, 1,

\\Lf(j+it)\\Y, è max (M, N)\\f(j+it)\\xr

Hence the boundedness of / on the edges of the strip S implies that Lf is also

bounded on said edges.

(1), (2) and (3) above clearly imply that for/a member of H(X0, Xx), Lf=L'(f)

is a member of//( Y0, Yx). So L' is indeed a mapping from H(X0, Xx) to H( Y0, Yx).

Let/, g be members of H(X0, Xx), and c, d complex numbers. Then

L'(cf+dg) = L(cf+dg)

= L(cf)+L(dg) = c(Lf) + d(Lg)

= cL'(f) + dL'(g).
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Thus L' is a linear operator. Furthermore, L' is bounded, for condition (3) above

yields

Ili'tOIUy«,,™ = max {sup \\Lf(j+it)\\Y,}

g max (sup max (M, tf)IIA/+*OI|xA
i-o,i\ t '}

= max(M, /VVmax/sup B/O'+'OlUA)

= max(M,7v-)||/||„(Xo.Xl).

Observe finally, that for each/in //"(Zo, A^),

LTx(f) = ¿(/(i)) = £fa) = L'(f)(s) = r2(L'(/)) - T2L'(f).

Thus, LTX = T2L'.

With this result, the hypotheses of the generalized interpolation theorem are all

satisfied, and the conclusion of the Calderón interpolation theorem follows.

We give now the definition of S(p0, r0, X0;px, rx, Xx), the Lions-Peetre "mean"

interpolation space. As before, let X0, Xx be Banach spaces with continuous

embeddings in a topological vector space V. Let the Banach space XQ + XX be

defined as before. Let p0,px be real numbers which are greater than or equal to 1,

and less than or equal to "infinity". Let r0, rx be real numbers satisfying r0rx is less

than 0 (say r0 is positive and rx is negative). Let W= W(p0, r0, X0;px, rx, Xx) be

the set of all functions/with domain R, the set of reals, and range values in X0 + Xx

which satisfy the following:

(1) eV/is a member of Lpo(X0),

(2) e'i'/is a member of L"i(Xx).

W is a Banach space under the norm

ll/IU = max{||ey/ï|L,oao), ||eV/||t,1(Xl)}.

See [6, p. 9].

For each/in W, $1wf(t) dt exists [6, p. 9].

Let S=S(po,r0, X0;px, rx, Xx) be the set of all x in X0 + Xx such that

x=5-oof(0 dt where/is a member of W. Under the norm

x||s = inf{||/||w  x=r f(t)dt\
few  (. J - oo J

S is a Banach space. See [6, p. 9].

Let the mapping T of W into X0 + Xx be defined by

T(f)= r mat.
J — oo

Theorem 2.3. S is a generalized interpolation space in X0 + Xx (relative to T

and W).

Proof. In view of the above definitions and remarks, it will suffice to show that
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Fis a bounded linear mapping from IF to X0 + Xx. Let/ g be members of W, and

c, d complex numbers. Then

T(cf+dg) = f (cf+dg) dt
J — co

= c r f(t)dt+d r g(t)dt=cT(f)+dT(g).
J — 00 J — CO

Thus, Fis linear. We proceed to show that Fis bounded. Let a0, qx satisfy l/q0 + l/p0

= 1 = 1/ffi +1//?!. Recall that r0 is positive and rx is negative. Then

I Xo + Xi
l|F/|U0+Xl = I f f(t)dt\

II J-oo IIXo + J

i r wo Wxo.^dt
«/ — 00

= ril/KOIUo + x1*+ f°    \\f(t)\\x0 + Xldt
JO J — oo

= f |e-V| ||eV/(0||Xo + Xlí/f+ f    \e-^\ \\e^f(t)\\Xo + Xldt
JO J - oo

^ Jje-v|||ev/(o|]XoA

+ i     ¡e-rxÉ | ||erii/(r)||Xi dt       (definition of norm in X0 + Xx)
J — CO

= (J" k-roTo)1,4o(£ 1^/(011,»)1/Po

+ (j°oo   k"rif|?1)l,Îl(j-oo   llerit/(í)"^)l,Pl

(by assumed property off and Holder's inequality)

a» \1'«o//"x> \1,po, le~r°il<!0)  IL lle,0,/(0ll?°)

+(f « le"ltl*1)1"1(J"» l^wola)1*

a CO \ l/«0 / í-0 \ l/dj

( k-r°r°)   (ll/llw)+(J_œk-ritl81)   (11/11 w)

= (constant) (|/||w).

Thus, the continuity of Fis clearly established.

We give now a statement of the Lions-Peetre interpolation theorem. As was the

case with the Calderón interpolation theorem, we will utilize the generalized space

structure together with the generalized interpolation theorem to provide a proof.

Lions-Peetre Interpolation Theorem Let L be a linear mapping from X0 + Xx

to Y0+ Yx which satisfies the following:
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(1) The restriction of L to X0 is a bounded linear operator from X0 to Y0 with

norm M.

(2) The restriction of L to Xx is a bounded linear operator from Xx to Yx with

norm N.

Then the restriction of L to S(p0, r0, X0;px, rx, Xx) is a bounded linear operator

from Sx = S(po, r0, X0;px, rx, Xx) to SY = S(p0, r0, Y0;px, rx, Yx).

Proof. It is sufficient to show that L induces a bounded linear mapping L' of

Wx=W(p0,r0, X0;purx, Xx) into WY = W(p0, r0, Y0;px,rx, Yx) which satisfies

LTX=T2L', where Tx is a mapping of Wx into X0 + Xx defined by

w)= r nodi,
J — 00

and T2 is a mapping of WY into Y0 + Yx defined by

T2(g) = r g(t) dt.
J — 00

Tx and T2 are bounded linear operators as shown in the proof of Theorem 2.3.

Let a mapping L' on Wx be defined by L'(f)=Lf where Lf(t)=L(f(t)) for each

real number t.

We now show that for/belonging to Wx, L'(f) =Lf is a member of WY. For each

real number t, and for i=0,1,

er'lL(f(t)) = L(erif(t))   (since L is linear).

Thus,

¡e^Lf\\Yi ̂ 4k?u «is the norm °f L °n x*)-

Therefore er¿Lf is a member of Lp>( Yt) since er''/is a member ofLpi(X¡). Hence, Lf is

a member of WY.

Moreover, it is a consequence of the above inequalities that

\\Lf\\Wï ï max (M, N)\\f\\Wx   (recall K0 = M,KX = N).

Thus L' is indeed a bounded operator from Wx to WY. The linearity of L' is an

immediate consequence of the linearity of L.

We show now that LTX = T2L'. Recall from the proof of the Calderón interpola-

tion theorem that Lis a bounded linear mapping from X0 + Xx to Y0+ Yx. Let/be

a member of Wx. Then

LTx(f) = L(Tx(f)) = l(^J(i) dt)

f*ao

= L(f{t)) dt   (since L is bounded)
J — CO

= f"   Lf(t) dt = T2(Lf) = r2L'(/).
J — CO

Thus, LTX = T2L'.
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We observe now that the conclusion of the Lions-Peetre interpolation theorem

follows as a consequence of the generalized interpolation theorem.

We look now at the Schechter interpolation spaces and theorems. Let X0, Xx,

X0 + Xx and H(X0, Xx) all be defined as before. Let F be a two-dimensional dis-

tribution with compact support in the open strip S, and range values in X0 + Xx.

Then

(X0,Xx)T = {T(f)\feH(X0,Xx)}

is a Banach space under the norm

||x||(Xo,Xl)T = inf{||/||H(Xo,Xl) \feH(X0, Xx), T(f) = x}.

See [11, p. 133].

Theorem 2.4. (X0, XX)T is a generalized interpolation space in X0 + Xx (relative

to T and H(X0, Xx)).

Proof. One has only to show that Fis a bounded linear operator from H(X0, Xx)

to X0 + Xx. Fis linear by its definition as a distribution. Furthermore, since F has

compact support in the open strip, there exists a constant K such that

||F(/)|Xo+Xl = K\f\S(XoM      [11, p. 133],

Thus, the continuity of T is clear.

Schechter Interpolation Theorem (for (X0, Xx)t). Let Lbea linear mapping

from X0 + Xx to Y0+ Yx which satisfies the following:

(1) The restriction of L to X0 is a bounded linear operator from X0 to Y0 with

norm M.

(2) The restriction of L to Xx is a bounded linear operator from Xx to Yx with

norm N.

Then the restriction ofL to (X0, XX)T is a bounded linear operator from (X0, XX)T

to(Y0, YX)T.

Proof. As before it is sufficient to show that L induces a bounded linear mapping

L' ofH(X0, Xx) into H(Y0, Yx) which satisfies LTX = T2L' where both Tx and T2

are identified with a two-dimensional distribution T with compact support in the

open strip between 0 and 1.

As in the proof of the Calderón interpolation theorem, let L' mapping H(X0, Xx)

into H(Y0, Yx) be defined by L'(f)=Lf.

Then, as shown previously, L' is a bounded linear operator from H(X0, Xx) to

H(Y0, Yx). Furthermore, it is a property of the distribution F that LT=TL' [11,

p. 135]. Thus, LTX = T2L'.

Hence, the conclusion of the Schechter interpolation theorem for (X0, XX)T

follows as a consequence of the generalized interpolation theorem.
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Remark. The Calderón interpolation space and interpolation theorem are

special cases of the above Schechter interpolation space and theorem, respectively,

when T is the delta functional.

We consider now a second interpolation space and interpolation theorem by

Schechter. Let C be the set of complex numbers. Let The a distribution as before

other than the O-distribution on H(C, C). Let S(X0, Xx) be the set of all members

/in H(X0, Xx) for which there exists x in X0 + Xx satisfying

fT = xT   (in the sense of distributions).

That is, for </> belonging to H(C, C), T(f(/>)=xT(<f>). S(X0, Xx) is a closed sub-

space of H(X0, Xx) [11, pp. 133-134]. Thus S(X0, Xx) is a Banach subspace

of #(*«,, *i).

Let the mapping T of S(X0, Xx) into X0 + Xx be defined by T(f)=x, where x

satisfies fT=xT.

This mapping is well defined, for suppose xxT=x2T. Then by definition for each

<f> in H(C, C), xxT(<f>)=x2T(<f>). However, Thy assumption is nontrivial on H(C, C).

Therefore there exists </> in H(C, C) such that T(<f>)=/=0. Hence, xx=x2.

Let (X0, XX)T = T(S(X0, Xx)), the image set in X0 + Xx of S(X0, Xx) under T.

Then (X0, XX)T is a Banach space under the norm

||x|U,Xi)t =     inf    {\\f\Ux0.xo\fl = xT}.
feS(X0.X1)

See [11, pp. 133-134].

Theorem 2.5. (X0, XX)T is a generalized interpolation space in X0 + Xx (relative

to T and S(X0, Xx)).

Proof. It is enough to show that T is a bounded linear operator from S(X0, Xx)

to X0 + Xx. Tis linear, for suppose/, g are members of S(X0, Xx) and c, d are com-

plex numbers. Let T(f) = xx, T(g) = x2 and T(cf+dg) = x, then fT=xxT,gT=x2T

and (cf+dg)T=xT by definition. Thus,

xT = (cf+dg)T = (cf)T+(dg)T      (property of distributions)

= c(fT) + d(gT) „        „

= c(xxT) + d(x2T)

= (cx1)T+(dx2)T

= (cxx+dx2)T

Therefore, x = cxx+dx2, as shown in the above proof that T is a well-defined

mapping. Thus,

T(cf+dg) = cT(f)+dT(g),

and linearity is established.
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Fis a continuous mapping from S(X0, Xx) to X0 + Xx, for suppose that/, con-

verges to/in S(X0, Xx). Let T(fn) = xn, and T(f) = x. Let <f> in H(C, C) be such that

T(<f>) # 0. Then observe that

\\xn-x\\Xo + Xl\T(</>)\ = \\(xnT)<t>-(xT)<l>\\Xa + Xl

= \\T(fn<p)-T(m\\Xo+Xl

= ||F(/^-/^)||Xo+Xl

^ •^II^IU(C,C)||/n-/||s(X0,X1)

(where K is a constant depending only on F since T has compact support). See

[11, p. 133]. It is now clear that as/n converges to /in S(X0, Xx), \\xn — x||Xo + Xl

converges to 0. Thus, xn converges to x in XQ + Xx. Hence, F(/n) converges to T(f)

in X0 + Xx, and the continuity of Fis clear.

Schechter Interpolation Theorem (for (X0, Xx)t). Let Lbe a linear mapping

from X0 + Xx to Y0+ Yx which satisfies the following:

(1) FAe restriction of L to X0 is a bounded linear operator from X0 to Y0 with

norm M.

(2) The restriction of L to Xx is a bounded linear operator from Xx to Yx with

norm N.

Then the restriction ofL to (X0, XX)T is a bounded linear operator from (X0, XX)T

to(Y0, YX)T.

Proof. Once again it is sufficient to show that L induces a bounded linear

mapping L' of S(X0, Xx) into S(Y0, Yx) which satisfies LTX = T2L' where both Fi

and F2 are identified with a two-dimensional distribution F of the type considered

above.

Let a mapping L' on S(X0, Xx) be defined by L'(f)=Lf where Lf is defined as in

the Calderón and previous Schechter interpolation theorems. As has already been

established in each of these theorems, Lf is a member of H( Y0, Yx) and

|J/|flcr..rt> = max(M,A^)||/|U(Xo,Xl).

Since S(X0, Xx), S( Y0, Yx) are respectively Banach subspaces of H(X0, Xx) and

H( Y0, Yx), and in the light of the above inequality, one establishes that L' is a

bounded operator from S(X0, Xx) to S( Y0, Yx) simply by showing that for each/in

S(X0, Xx),L'(f)=Lf is a member of S(Y0, Yx). We see this as follows: Let/be a

member of S(X0, Xx). Then there exists x in X0+ Xx such thatfT=xT. Now let $

be a member of H(C, C). Then

(Lf)T(<j>) = T(Lf)</> = T(L(ß))

= L(T(f</>)) = L(x(T(</>))) = (Lx)T(<f>).

Thus, (Lf)T= (Lx)T Lx is a member of Y0+Yx, and therefore Lf is in S( Y0, Yx)

as was to be shown.
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The linearity of L' follows directly as in the proof of the previous Schechter

interpolation theorem.

We show now that LTX = T2L'. Let Tx(f) = x and T2(Lf)=y. Then it is sufficient

to show that Lx=y for

Lx = L(Tx(f)) = (LTx)f   and   y = T2(Lf) = (T2L')f

Let <j> be a member of H(C, C) such that 7^/0. Then the equality y = T2(Lf)

implies

y(T(<f>)) = T((Lf)<f>) = T(L(f</>))

= L(T(ß)) = L(x(T(</>)) = (Lx)T(<f>)).

Thus, y=Lx, and we have the required commutativity of maps.

Hence, the conclusion of the second Schechter interpolation theorem follows as

a consequence of the generalized interpolation theorem.

Lions and Peetre suggest that interpolation spaces other than the mean spaces,

S(Po, fo, XolPu fu Xx), might be constructed by use of weights on functions other

than ero\ er¿, occurring in W(p0, r0, X0;px, rx, Xx). See [6].

Our generalized interpolation theorem suggests an alternate method of construct-

ing Banach spaces for which an interpolation theorem is valid, which involves

producing appropriate bounded linear operators on W(p0, r0, X0;px, rx, Xx) other

than the integral operator used by Lions-Peetre. We pursue this point of view in

examples that follow. In particular, we seek operators Tx, T2, such that

(1) Tx is a bounded linear operator from Wx= W(p0, r0, X0;px, rx, Xx) to

X0 + Xx, and T2 is a bounded linear operator from WY= W(p0, r0, Y0;px, rx, Yx)

to Y0+Yx.

(2) Tx = T2 if X0 = Y0 and Xx = Yx.

(3) LTX = T2L', where L is any linear mapping of X0 + Xx into Y0 + Yx such that

(i) the restriction of L to X0 is a bounded linear operator from X0 to Y0,

(ii) the restriction ofL to Xx is a bounded linear operator from Xx to Yx,

and L' is the bounded linear mapping from Wx to WY, defined as before in the

Lions-Peetre interpolation theorem by L'(f)=Lf.

Example 1. Let m be a fixed positive integer. Let Tx mapping Wx into X0 + Xx

be defined by

Ti(f)=        f(t)dt.
J -m

Let T2 mapping WY into Y0 + Yx be defined by

rm

T2(f) =       f(t) dt.
J -m
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We show now that conditions (1), (2) and (3) above are indeed satisfied.

II fm
IIW)!^ =      f(t)dt

II J — M Xq + X\

/•m

á       \\f(t)\\Xo+Xldt
J —m

â r \\f(t)\\xo+xldt
J — oo

= K\\f\\wx

(where AT is independent of/as shown in the proof of the Lions-Peetre interpolation

theorem). Thus, Tx is a bounded operator. Its linearity is easily seen. Similarly, F2

is shown to be a bounded linear operator.

It is clear too that TX = T2 if X0= Y0 and XX=YX. Observe finally that

LTx(f) = ¿([/(O dt} = J"^ (Lf)t dt

= T2(Lf) = T2(L'(f)) = (T2L')f

Thus, LTX = T2L'.

Example 2. Let A be any bounded, measurable and scalar-valued function on

R, the set of reals. Define Tx mapping Wx into X0 + Xx by

un= n ma.
J — CO

Similarly, define F2 mapping WY into Y0 + Yx by

T2(f)=  f   (hf)dt.
J — 00

Let M be a bound for A on R. Then as before there exists a constant K such that

l|Fi(/)||Xo + Xl ^ MK\\f\\Wx.

Thus, Tx is bounded. Its linearity is clear. Similarly F2 is bounded and linear. It is

immediate too that TX = T2 whenever ^0= Y0 and Xx= Yx. Moreover, for/in Wx,

(LTx)f = /.(j*^ (A/) dt} = J""^ L(A/) dt

h(Lf)dt = T2(Lf) = T2(L'(f)) = (T2L')f.-s:
Thus, LTX = T2L'.

Example 3. We assume in this example that the p0, px of the spaces IFX, IFy

both equal infinity. ¿"0(^0) is here defined to be the set of bounded functions from

R to X0. Lpi(Xx), Lpo(Y0) and Lpi(7i) are similarly defined. All of these spaces are

normed with the usual supremum norms.
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Define Tx mapping Wx into X0 + Xx by Tx(f)=f(0). Similarly define T2 mapping

WY into Y0+ Yx by T2(f)=f(0). Then,

II^COIUo.x, = ||/(0)||Xo+Xl ^ ||/(0)||Xo

ï max {sup \SrjXt)U} = WfW

Thus, Tx is bounded. Similarly, one shows that T2 is bounded. Linearity is clear.

Further,

(LTx)f = L(Tx(f)) = L(/(0)) = (L/)(0)

= T2(Lf) = T2(L'(f)) = (T2L')f

Thus LTX = T2L'. It is evident too that TX = T2 if X0= Y0 and XX=YX.

Example 4. Let p0, Pi, and related spaces be defined as in Example 3 above.

Define Tx mapping Wx into X0 + Xx by

Tx(f)=2f(n).
— OO

Similarly, define T2 mapping WY into Y0 + Yx by

7-2(70= 2 /(«)•
— 00

If/is a member of Wx, fory=0, 1, erff(t) is a member of W>(Xj). In which case,

11^/(01x, is bounded for .7=0, 1. Let

Bj = sup{||eV/(i)||X;},      7 = 0,1.

Then for each integer n,

\\f(n)\\Xj Í Bf—,,      j = 0, 1.

We proceed now to show that Tx is a bounded mapping from Wx to X0 + Xx.

Recall that r0 is a positive real number and rx is negative.

IIXo + Xi
-1

l|Xo + Xi
-1

\\Tx(f)\\x0 + x1 =    2/(")
— 00

!/(«)+2/(")||
o — oo

0 - oo

aill/WIUo+fll/WlUt
0 -co

= 2 ii/(«)iUo+2 m-n)K
0 1

CO oo

S J^B0e-nTo+^Bxen 1

IT T

= B0(l/(\-e-'°))+Bx(e'i/(l-e^))

^ 2 max (B0, Bx) max {1/(1 -e"ro), eri/(l -eri)}

= 2 max {1/(1 -*-'„), ^/(l -e'i)}||/||Wl.
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Thus Tx is bounded. Similarly, one shows that F2 is bounded. The linearity of the

maps is easily verified. It is clear that TX = T2 if X0= Y0 and Xx= Yx. We see too

that

(LTx)f= l(%M\ = 2 L(f(n)) = J (Lf)(n)
\ — CO / — GO — CO

= T2(Lf) = T2(L'(f)) = (T2L')f.

Thus, LTX = T2L', all three conditions are satisfied, and we have constructed still

another standard interpolation space.

III. The generalized duality theorem. Calderón, Lions-Peetre, and Schechter

have all used elegant machinery to construct dual spaces for their respective inter-

polation spaces, (X0, Xx)s, S(p0,r0,X0;px,rx,Xx) and (X0, XX)T which were

considered in §11. All of these dual spaces proved to be interpolation spaces them-

selves.

In this section we establish a general procedure for locating the dual space of a

given generalized interpolation space. This dual space proves also to be a related

generalized interpolation space.

Subsequently, we show that the Calderón, Lions-Peetre and Schechter duality

theorems are all special cases of our generalized duality theorem.

The following lemma will be useful in the sequel.

Lemma. Suppose A is a generalized interpolation space in X. (See definition in

§11.) Then A has a continuous embedding in X. In particular, if A is a generalized

interpolation space in X relative to the mapping T and space C, then for each element

a in A, \\a\\xû\\T\\ \\a\\A.

Proof. Let a be a member of A. Let/be any member of C with the property

T(f)=a. Fis a bounded linear operator from C to X. Therefore,

Mix = ||F(/)||X i \\T\\ ||/||c.

Thus,

HU^inf{|F|i||/||c|F(/) = a}.
fee

Therefore,

HUá||F||inf{||/||c|F(/) = a}
/eC

nT>ll    II      II21 ML-

Theorem 3.1 (Generalized Duality Theorem). (1) Let A be a generalized

interpolation space in X relative to Tx and C.        i
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(2) Let D be a normed vector space which is also a dense subspace of A, and let B

be an interpolation space in D*, the dual of D with respect to the D-norm, relative

to T2 and C*, the dual of C.

(3) Each fin B is also in D* and is therefore a bounded linear functional on D with

respect to the D-norm. Suppose in addition that each f in B is also a bounded linear

functional on D with respect to the norm of A.

Observe now that since D is dense in A each fin B has a unique continuous extension

f in A*, the dual of A.

Another pertinent observation is that for each bounded linear functional L in A*,

the composition mapping LTX is a member of C*. Thus, the image T2(LTX) of LTX

under T2 is a well-defined element of B.

(4) Suppose that the mappings Tx and T2 are such that for each Lin A*, T2(LTX) =fi

where f satisfies f'=L.

Then A* is isomorphic to B.

Proof. Let the mapping F of A* into B be defined by F(L) = T2(LTX).

(i) F is linear. For let Lx, L2 be members of A*, and cx, c2, complex numbers.

Then

F(cxLx + c2L2) = T2((cxLx + c2L2)Tx)

= T2((cxLx)Tx + (c2L2)Tx)

= T2(cx(LxTx) + c2(L2Tx))

= cxT2(LxTx) + c2T2(L2Tx)

= cxF(Lx) + c2F(L2).

(ii) F is one-to-one. For let LX,L2 be members of A*. Suppose F(Lx)=fx, and

F(L2)=f2. Then by assumption (4)/i=Li and f'2=L2. Thus if F(LX) = F(L2),

fi=fi- Therefore fx =f2. Hence LX=L2.

(iii) F is onto. For by assumptions (3) and (4) together with previous remarks

in the hypothesis, we conclude that for each/in B,f is in A* and T2(f'Tx)=f

(iv) F is bounded. For let L he an element in A*. Then

\\nL)\\B = \\T2(LTX)\\B

^ IlLTilc.   (by definition of the norm in B).

Now for each g in C,

\(LTx)g\ = \L(Tx(g))\

= \\L\\A.\\Tx(g)\\A

= Il L \A. I g ||c   (by definition of norm in A).
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Therefore

¡¿Fille ^ ||L|U.   and    ||F(L)||B g \\L\\A..

Since B and A* are Banach spaces, and Fis a one-to-one, onto, bounded linear

operator from A* to B, we conclude by the classical Bounded Inverse Theorem that

F is an isomorphism from A* to B.

Remark. If for each/in B, ||/'|U-= |/||s. then Fis an isometric isomorphism.

This is clear since, by the last inequality in the proof of (iv),

ii/iu = iif(/')iu s ¡ru

Thus for each L in A*, \\F(L)\\B=\\L\\A..

We now define a second Calderón interpolation space which appears in the

statement of his duality theorem. Let H'(X0, Xx) be the set of functions/mapping

the closure of the open strip S between 0 and 1 into X0 + Xx which satisfy the

following:

(1) /is analytic in S.

(2) fis continuous in the closure of S.

(3) There exists a constant K such that

I/(z)||Xo+Xi = ä:(i + |z|).

(4) For all pairs of real numbers tx, t2, f(itx)-f(it2) is a member of X0 and

/(l + iti) —/(l + it2) is a member of Xx.

(5)   max (sup ||(/(ii2)-/(/íi))/(í2-íi)||Xo, sup ||(/(1 + ii2)-/(l + iii))/(r2-ii)||xA

is finite.

H(X0, Xx) reduced modulo the constant functions is a Banach space under the

norm

l/IUxo.x!) = max (sup ||(/(ir2)-/(ííi))/(í2-íi)||Xo,
U2.i1

sup ||(/(1 +i72)-/(l +ir1))/«2-íi)l|x1j       (Í2 / tx).
Í2.Í1 J

See [2, p. 130].

Fix s between 0 and 1, and let (X0, Xx)s be the set of all x in X0 + Xx such that

x=f'(s), where/is a member of H'(X0, Xx). (X0, Xx)s is a Banach space under the

norm

||x||(Xo>Xl). =     inf    {||/|UXo,Xl) !/'(*) = *}•
/eíí'(Xo.Xi)

See [2, p. 130].
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Let T mapping H'(X0, Xx) into X0 + Xx be defined by T(f)=f'(s).

Theorem 3.2. (A"0, Xx)s is a generalized interpolation space in X0+Xx relative

to T and H'(X0, Xx).

Proof. It is enough to show that the mapping T above is a bounded linear

operator. Let/ g he members of H'(XQ, Xx) and c, a*complex numbers. Then

T(cf+dg) = (cf+dg)'(s) = (cf's) + dg's = cT(f) + dT(g).

Therefore ris a linear operator. Let/be a member of H'(X0, Xx). Then

«TLOIIxo^ = lAOIx.«,
£ max (sup ||(/(/í2)-/0'íi))/(í2-íi)llxo+x1,

sup ||(/(1 + it2)-f(l + itx))l(t2-tx)\\Xo + x1)       (h # ii)
*2.*1 J

(by maximum modulus theorem for the strip)

= max (sup \\(f(it2)-f(itx))/(t2-tx)\\x<s,
1*2 5**1

sup ||(/(1 +it2)-f(\ +itx))/(t2-tx)\\xA
h*h i

(by definition of norm in X0 + Xx)

=   11/11 H'(Xo.Xi)-

Thus, T is bounded.

Calderón Duality Theorem. Suppose that X0 n Xx is dense in both X0 and

Xx. Then (X0, Xx)f is congruent (isometrically isomorphic) to (X$, Xf)s where s is a

fixed real number between 0 and 1.

Proof. We will show that all of the assumptions of the above generalized duality

theorem are satisfied, and the conclusion of the Calderón duality theorem will

follow as a consequence.

(1) (A'o, Xx)s is a generalized interpolation space in X0 + Xx relative to Tx and

H(X0, Xx), where Tx is defined by Tx(f)=f(s). See Theorem 2.2.

(2) H'(X0*, X?) is congruent to H(XQ, Xx)* [2, pp. 148-156]. X0 n Xx is dense

in (X0, Xx)s [2, p. 116]. Under the norm

Hxo"Xl   = maX íWlxo.  MxJ.

XQ n Xx is a Banach space [2, p. 114]. It is clear that under this norm X0 n Xx has

a continuous embedding in each of X0 and Xx. Thus, since X0 n Xx is dense in

both A'o and Xx, each of A'o*, X{* has a continuous embedding in (A'o n Xx)*. It is

a consequence of the definition of the norm in A'o* + X{* that A"* + X? also has a

continuous embedding in (X0 n Xx)*. Finally, we conclude that (A¿*, X?)" is a
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generalized interpolation space in (X0 n Xx)* relative to F2 and H(X0, Xx)* where

F2 is defined by T2(f)=f'(s), since by Theorem 3.2, (Xg, Xfy is a generalized inter-

polation space in A'q* + X? relative to T2 and H'(Xq*, Xf).

(3) For each / in (X%, Xf)s, f is a bounded linear functional on X0 n Xx with

respect to the norm of(X0, Xx)s satisfying

II/IIcxo.xd; ^ ll/ll(x;,xi,'        [2, p. 121].

(4) For each L in (X0, Xx)f, LTX is a member of H(X0, Xx)* which is congruent

to H'(XS, Xi*). Given g in //(Z0, Xx),

(LTx)'(s)(g(s)) = L(g(s))

where (LTx)'(s) is identified with its extension to (X0, Xx)s. See [2, pp. 148-156].

Recalling the definitions of Tx, T2, one has (T2(LTx))(Tx(g)) = L(Tx(g)) and thus

T2(LTX)=L where T2(LTX) is identified with its extension to (XQ, Xx)s.

Thus, the conclusion of the Calderón duality theorem follows as a consequence

of the generalized duality theorem and the remark following its proof.

We turn our attention now to the Lions-Peetre duality theorem. Before its state-

ment and proof by use of the generalized duality theorem, we define two new

Lions-Peetre interpolation spaces. Subsequently, we exhibit them as significant

types of generalized interpolation spaces.

Let w = w(p0, r0, X0;px, rx, Xx) withp0,Pi real numbers greater than or equal to

1, r0 positive and rx negative be the set of all pairs of sequences (v0n, vXn) with

values in X0, Xx respectively, and satisfying

(1) The sequence enr°v0n is a member of lp°(X0) and the sequence enrwXn is a

member of l^A^).

(2) There exists x in X0 + Xx such that, for each integer n, v0n + vXn = x.

w is a Banach space under the norm

\\(v0n, vXn)\\w = maxdle^o^l^o^), ||eBri»lB||,Pi(Xl)}

[6, p. 17],

s = s(p0, r0, X0;px, rx, Xx) = {x \ x = v0n + vXn and (v0n, vXn) e w}

is a Banach space under the norm [6, p. 18]

||*||. =      inf     {max {||enroi>0n|,Po(Xo), ||«Bri»i„||i>'i(Xl)}}.
x = v0n + «in

Theorem 3.3. s is a generalized interpolation space in X0 + Xx relative to T and

w, where T is the mapping from w into X0+Xx defined by T((v0n, vXn)) = v0n + vXn.

Proof. One simply has to show that F is a bounded linear operator from w to
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X0+Xx. Let (v0n, vXn), (w0n, wXn) he members of w and c, a" complex numbers. Then

T(c(v0n, vXn) + d(w0n, wi„)) = T((cv0n, cvln) + (dw0n, dwXn))

= T((cv0n + dw0n,cvln+dwXn))

= (cV0n + dw0n) + (cVXri + dwXn)

= c(v0n+vXn)+d(w0n+wXn)

= cT((v0n, vXn))+dT((w0n, Wi„)).

Thus, T is linear.

Let (i;0n> t>m) be a member of w. Then

II T((v0„, plB)) || Xo+Xl = || v0n+vXn I Xo+Xl       (for each n)

= Ko + fiollxo+x!       (in particular)

=   ||yOo||x0 + Xi + ¡"lolUo + Xi

^ IKolk+KoU
= II enr°v0n || ¡p0(Xo) + || enrwXn I ¡pi(Xi)

= 2 max {||enroi;on||i',o(Xo), \\enrwXn\\tvHXiJ

= 2\\(v0n, vXn)\\w.

Therefore T is bounded.

Let w' = w'(p0, r0, X0 ; px, rx, Xx) be the set of all sequences w„ with values in

A'o n Xx such that the sequence enroun is a member of lp°(X0), and the sequence

enriw„ is a member of lp^(Xx). w' is a Banach space under the norm

||«n|U- = max{||enroMn||¡PO(Xo), ||enriM„||(n(Xl)}

[6, p. 17] .
For each sequence un in w', 2-«o «„ converges in X0 + Xx [6, p. 17].

Let s'={x | x = 2-co un and m„ is a member of w'}. s' is a Banach space under

the norm

||x||s. =     inf    {max ||enroKB||,*<,«„), ||enr>t/„||,pi(Xl)}

[6, p. 17].
Let T mapping w' into A'o + Xx be defined by T(un) = 2 - « un-

Theorem 3.4. s' is a generalized interpolation space in X0 + Xx relative to T and w'.

Proof. We proceed to show that T is a bounded linear mapping from w' into

A"0 + A"i. Let un, wn be members of w', and c, d complex numbers. Then

CO 00 00

r(cKn + dVn) = 2 (cun+dwn) = 2 c"n+ 2 dw«
— CO — 00 — 00

CO oo

= c2"n + ̂ 2w« = cT(un)+dT(wn).
— CO — CO

Therefore T is linear.
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Let m„ be a member of w'. Then

CO

l|F(«„)||Xo+Xl =   2 «•
I -00 ||Xo + Xi

00

=   ¿   llwnlUo + Xi
— 00

oo 0

= ¿ HMnlUo + Xi+ ¿   llwn|Uo + Xi
0 — oo

co 0

^ 2 Klk+ 2 KlUi
0 — co

= 2 [|e—'o(c-'oa11)|U0+ 2 le-'^uOU
0 - co

£ ||e"Brolli'o(o,co)||enroMn||ip0(Xo)

+ ||e-Bri||!»1(_00,o)||cBri«n||Ip1(Xl)        (l/ft + 1/Pí = 1; i = 0, 1)

^ 2max{||e-Bro|i,o(0,œ), Ik""'*!^—,o>}

•max {||eBrow„||iPo(Xo), ||eBri«„||,Pi<Xl)}

= 2max{||e-Bro|||50(o,oo), ||e_nri||i«i(-co,o)}|"n|U-

Therefore T is bounded.

Lions-Peetre Duality Theorem. (1) Suppose X0 n Zx is omye in AoiA X0

and Xx.

(2) For i=0, 1, let Pi satisfy l^pt<co, and let qt satisfy \/pi + l/ql = l.

(3) Suppose the real numbers r0, rx satisfy r0rx is less than 0 (without loss of

generality we assume that r0 is greater than 0 and rx is less than 0).

FAétî s(p0, rQ, X0;px, rx, Xx)* is isomorphic to s'(q0, -r0, Xo*;qx, -rx, X{*).

Proof. We will show that the four hypotheses of the generalized duality theorem

follow from the assumptions of the Lions-Peetre duality theorem, and the con-

clusion of the Lions-Peetre duality theorem will thereby follow.

(1) s(p0, r0, X0;px, rx, Xx) is a generalized interpolation space in XQ + XX

relative to Fi and w where Tx is defined by

Tx((v0n, vXn)) = v0n + vXn

for each pair of sequences (v0n, v Xv) in w=w(p0, r0, X0;px, rx, Xx). See Theorem 3.3.

(2) (i) w(p0,r0, X0;px,rx, Xx)* is congruent to w'(q0, -r0, X^;qx, -rx, Xt)

[6, pp. 21-25].
(ii) X0 n Xx is dense in s(p0, r0, X0;px, rx, Xx). See [6, p. 22].

(iii) s'(q0, —r0, Xo*;qx, —rx, X?) is a generalized space of interpolation in

X* + Xi* relative to w'(q0, -r0, X$;qx, -rx, Xf), and F2 where T2 is defined by

F2(m„) = 2-co w„. See Theorem 3.4.
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(iv) A'o n Xx with the standard norm defined in the proof of the Calderón

theorem is as before a Banach space with continuous embeddings in A"0, Xx,

respectively. Thus, since A"0 n Xx is dense in both A"0 and Xx, each of Xf, X* and

Ao* +A"i* has a continuous embedding in (A"0 n Xx)*.

(i), (ii), (iii) and (iv) clearly imply that s'(q0, -r0, X^;qx, -rx, Xf) is a general-

ized interpolation space in (A"0 n Xx)* relative to T2 and w(p0, r0, X0;px, rx, Xx)*.

(3) Given/in s'(q0, -r0, X*;qx, —rx, Xf), then there exists w„ in

w'(q0, ~r0, X£;qx, -rx, Xf)

such that

CO

/= 2"«-
— 00

With this identification, / is shown by direct computation to be a bounded linear

functional on A'o n Xx relative to the norm of s(p0, ''o, X0;px, rx, Xx). See [6,

pp. 24-25].
(4) For each L in s(p0, r0, X0;px, rx, Xx)*, LTX is a member of

w(po, r0, X0;px, rx, Xx)*.

Recall that w(p0, r0, X0;px, rx, Xx)* is congruent to w'(q0, -r0, X¿*;qx, -rx, Xf).

Thus, LTX may be identified with a member (LTx)n of w'(q0, — r0, A'o* ; qx, — rx, Xf).

For each member (v0n, vin) of w(p0, r0, X0;px, rx, Xx),

00

L(v0n + Vin) =   2  {(LTx)n(v0n + Vin)} [6, pp. 21-25]
— CO

=   (J]   (LTX)A(v0n + VXn),

where 2-»o (LTx)n is identified with its extension to s(p0, r0, X0;px, rx, Xx).

Hence, L = 2-« (LTx)n. Recalling the definition of the operator T2, it is clear that

L = T2((LTx)n) = T2(LTX),

where T2(LTX) is identified with its extension to s(p0, r0, X0;px, rx, Xx). The con-

clusion of the Lions-Peetre duality theorem now follows from the generalized

duality theorem.

Remark. The spaces s(p0, r0, X0; px, rx, Xx), s'(p0, r0, X0; px, rx, Xx) and

S(Po> ro> Xo',Pi> ri> Xi) are mutually congruent, as indeed are the spaces

w(p0, r0, X0;px,rx, Xx), w'(p0, r0, X0;px,rx, Xx) and W(p0, r0, X0;px,rx, Xx).

Hence, given the hypotheses of the Lions-Peetre duality here considered, one has

the result that S(p0,r0,X0;px,rx,Xx)* is isomorphic to the Banach space

S(q0, -r0, X0*;qx, -rx, Xf). See [6].
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Before stating the Schechter duality theorem, and establishing that it too is a

special case of the generalized duality theorem, we introduce a new Schechter

interpolation space.

Let (A'o, XX)'T he the set of all x in A"0 + Xx such that

(i) xT=fT,
where T is a nontrivial distribution with compact support and / is a member of

H'(X0, Xx).

(X0, XX)'T is a Banach space under the norm

Il^ll(x„.x1yr =   inf   II/Hh-uo.X!)        [11, p. 120].
f'T = XT

Let S'(X0, Xx) be the set of all/in H'(X0, Xx) for which there exists x in X0 + Xx

satisfying f'T=xT. S'(X0, Xx) is clearly a subspace of H'(X0, Xx). We will show

that it is closed in H'(X0, Xx), and thus is a Banach space. Let/„ be a sequence in

5'(A"o, Xx) which converges to/in H'(X0, Xx). Thas compact support, therefore

there exists constant K such that, for each </> in H(C, C),

|IX/»-/'*)lxb+x1 = KH\\mC,cAfn-f\\HWly

Thus, for each <f> in H(C, C), T(f$) converges to T(f'<f>) in X0 + Xx. On the other

hand, the convergence of/„ to /in H'(X0, Xx) implies that ||/„— /m|U'(x0,xi> con-

verges to 0 as m, n go to infinity. For each/, in S'(X0, Xx) there exists xn in A"0 + Xx

such that fnT=xnT. Thus,

\\xn-xm\\Xo+Xl\T¿\ = ||r(A:n^-Ji;m^)||Xo+Xl

= l|7X»-/^)|x0 + x1

= ^l||^|U(C,C)||/n-/m||H'(Xo.X1)-

Hence, ||x„—jcm||Xo+Xl|T#| converges to Oasm,n go to infinity for each <f> in

H(C, C). Tis nontrivial, that is there exists <f> in H(C, C) such that T<f>^0. There-

fore ||x„ — xm||Xo + Xl converges to 0 as m, n go to infinity. X0 + Xx is complete. Thus

there is an x in Ao-r-A-! such that the sequence xn converges to x in X0 + Xx.

Therefore for each <f> in H(C, C), xnTc/> converges to xT</>. Since xnT</> = T(f„</>), and

as shown above T(ftf) converges to T(f'</>), xT<f> = T(f'</>). Thus xT=f'T. Hence /

is a member of S'(X0, Xx), and it is clear that S"(A"0, A^) is closed.

Let the mapping Tx of S'(X0, Xx) into X0 + Xx be defined by

Tx(f) = x,   where f'T = xT.

This mapping is well defined for suppose xxT=x2T. Then for each <f> in H(C, C),

xx(T<f>)=x2(T</>). Therefore xx=x2 since Tis nontrivial.

Theorem 3.5. (A"0, XX)'T is a generalized interpolation space in A"0 + A"i relative

to Tx and S'(X0, Xx).

Proof. It is sufficient to show that Tx is a bounded linear operator from S'(X0, Xx)

to X0 + Xx. Let/ g be members of iS"(A'0, A^) and c, d complex numbers. Suppose
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Tx(f)=xx, and Tx(g)=x2. Then Tx(cf+dg)=x where x satisfies (cf' + dg')T=xT.

Thus,

(cf')T+ (dg')T = xT,       c(f'T) + d(g'T) = xT,

c(xxT) + d(x2T) = xT, (cxx + dx2)T = xT.

Therefore, cxx+dx2=x. Hence,

c(Tx(f))+d(Tx(g)) = Tx(cf+dg).

The linearity of Fi is now established.

Tx is continuous, for suppose/, converges to /in S'(X0, Xx). Let *„ = Fi(/„), and

x=Tx(f). F has compact support. Therefore, there exists a constant k such that,

for each <j> in H(C, C),

\\T(fM-T(f'<f>)\\Xo+Xl i /q<¿iUc,c>||/n-/iuXo,Xl,

Therefore \\T(f¿<f>) -T(f'<f>)\\Xo+Xl converges to 0 as n goes to infinity. However,

l|F(/^)-F(/'^)||Xo+Xl = ||*n(F<¿)-x(F«¿)||Xo+Xl

= \\xn-x\\Xo+Xl\T(<f>)\.

F is nontrivial on H(C, C), therefore |xn-x||Xo + Xl converges to 0 in X0 + Xx.

Thus, xn converges to x in X0 + Xx. Hence, Fi(/n) converges to Tx(f) in X0 + Xx.

The continuity of Fi is immediate.

Schechter Duality Theorem. (1) Suppose X0 n Xx is dense in both X0 and Xx.

(2) Let T be a two-dimensional distribution with finite support in the open strip.

Then (X0, Xx)% is isomorphic to (A',,*, A'1*)'r.

Proof. We will show that the Schechter duality theorem is a special case of the

generalized duality theorem.

(1) (X0, XX)T is a generalized interpolation space in X0 +Xx relative to Tx and

H(X0, Xx), where Tx is defined by Tx(f) = T(f). See Theorem 2.4.

(2) (i) H(X0, Xx)* is congruent to S'(X*, X?) [11, pp. 133-144].

(ii) X0 n Xx is dense in (X0, XX)T [11, p. 145].

(iii) (X£, Xi*)'T is a generalized interpolation space in X$ + Xx* relative to F2

and S'(Xo*, X?), where F2 is defined by T2(f)=x, wheref'T=xT. See Theorem 3.5.

(iv) Recall from the proof of the Lions-Peetre duality theorem that each of

X?, Xq* and Xf + Xf has a continuous embedding in (X0 n Xx)*. Thus, in view

of statements (i), (ii) and (iii), (X$, Xi*yT is a generalized interpolation space in

(X0 n Xx)* relative to F2 and H(X0, Xx)*.

(3) For each L in (X0, Xx)*., LTX is a member of H(X0, Xx)* and hence by (i)

above may be identified as an element (also to be denoted by LTX) in S'(Xq*, Xx*).

Given g in H(XQ, Xx),

L(T(g)) = T(LTx)'(z)(g(z)) = x*(T(g))
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where x* is an element of Xg + X?, satisfies x*T=(LTx)'T, is identified with its

extension to (X0, XX)T, and F is assumed without loss of generality to be a distribu-

tion whose support consists of a single point. See [11, pp. 133-144].

By definition x* = T2(LTx). Hence, L(T(g))=(T2(LTx))(T(g)) and L = T2(LTX),

where T2(LTX) is identified with its extension to (X0, XX)T.

(4) Reversing the procedure which provided a representation for elements of

(X0, Xx)*, as members of (X*, X*)'T, one is able to show that each element of

(X£, Xf)'T gives rise to a bounded linear functional on (X0, XX)T. See [11, p. 143].

The conclusion of the Schechter duality theorem now follows as a consequence

of the generalized duality theorem.
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